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ABSTRACT
This paper studies the synergies between memory corruption vulnerabilities and speculative execution vulnerabilities. We leverage speculative execution attacks to bypass an important memory protection mechanism, ARM Pointer Authentication, a security feature that is used to enforce pointer integrity. We present PACMAN, a novel attack methodology that speculatively leaks PAC verification results via micro-architectural side channels without causing any crashes. Our attack removes the primary barrier to conducting control-flow hijacking attacks on a platform protected using Pointer Authentication.

We demonstrate multiple proof-of-concept attacks of PACMAN on the Apple M1 SoC, the first desktop processor that supports ARM Pointer Authentication. We reverse engineer the TLB hierarchy on the Apple M1 SoC and expand micro-architectural side-channel attacks to Apple processors. Moreover, we show that the PACMAN attack works across privilege levels, meaning that we can attack the operating system kernel as an unprivileged user in userspace.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Side-channel analysis and countermeasures; Hardware reverse engineering.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern systems are becoming increasingly complex, exposing a large attack surface with vulnerabilities in both software and hardware. In the software layer, memory corruption vulnerabilities [16, 56, 59, 61] (such as buffer overflows) can be exploited by attackers to alter the behavior or take full control of a victim program. In the hardware layer, micro-architectural side channel vulnerabilities [18, 25] (such as Spectre [37] and Meltdown [43]) can be exploited to leak arbitrary data within the victim program’s address space. Today, it is common for security researchers to explore software and hardware vulnerabilities separately, considering the two vulnerabilities in two disjoint threat models.

In this paper, we study the synergies between memory corruption vulnerabilities and micro-architectural side-channel vulnerabilities. We show how a hardware attack can be used to assist a software attack to bypass a strong security defense mechanism. Specifically, we demonstrate that by leveraging speculative execution attacks, an attacker can bypass an important software security primitive called ARM Pointer Authentication [55] to conduct a control-flow hijacking attack.

ARM Pointer Authentication. Memory corruption vulnerabilities [22, 61, 65] pose a significant security threat to modern systems. These vulnerabilities are caused by software bugs which allow an attacker to corrupt the content of a memory location. The corrupted memory content, containing important data structures such as code and data pointers, can then be used by the attacker to hijack the control flow of the victim program. Well-studied control-flow hijacking techniques include return-oriented programming (ROP) [56] and jump-oriented programming (JOP) [16].

In 2017, ARM introduced Pointer Authentication (PA for short) in ARMv8.3 [55] as a security feature to protect pointer integrity. Since 2018, Pointer Authentication has been supported in Apple processors, including multiple generations of mobile processors [33] and the recent M1, M1 Pro, and M1 Max chips [5, 7]. Multiple chip manufactures, including ARM, Qualcomm, and Samsung, have either announced or are expected to ship new processors supporting Pointer Authentication. In a nutshell, Pointer Authentication is currently being used to protect many systems, and is projected to be even more widely adopted in the upcoming years.

Pointer Authentication makes it significantly more difficult for an attacker to modify protected pointers in memory without being
detected. Pointer Authentication protects a pointer with a cryptographic hash. This hash verifies that the pointer has not been modified, and is called a Pointer Authentication Code, or PAC for short. Considering that the actual address space in a 64-bit architecture is usually less than 64 bits, e.g., 48 bits on macOS 12.2.1 on M1, PA stores the PAC together with the pointer in these unused bits. Whenever a protected pointer is used, the integrity of the pointer is verified by validating the PAC using the pointer value (more details are in Section 2.2). Use of a pointer with an incorrect PAC will cause the program to crash. With Pointer Authentication in place, an attacker who wants to modify a pointer must correctly guess or infer the matching PAC of the pointer after modification.

Depending on the system configuration, the size of the PAC, which ranges from 11 to 31 bits [55], may be small enough to be brute-forced. However, simple brute-forcing approaches cannot break PA. The reason is that every time an incorrect PAC is used, the event results in a victim program crash. Restarting a program after a crash results in changed PACs, as the PACs are computed from renewed secret keys. Moreover, frequent crashes can be easily captured by anomaly detection tools [26].

The PACMAN Attack. In this paper, we propose the PACMAN attack, which extends speculative execution attacks to bypass Pointer Authentication by constructing a PAC oracle. Given a pointer in a victim execution context, a PAC oracle can be used to precisely distinguish between a correct PAC and an incorrect one without causing any crashes. We further show that with such a PAC oracle, the attacker can brute-force the correct PAC value while suppressing crashes and construct a control-flow hijacking attack on a PA-enabled victim program or operating system.

The key insight of our PACMAN attack is to use speculative execution to stealthily leak PAC verification results via micro-architectural side channels. Our attack works relying on PACMAN gadgets. A PACMAN gadget consists of two operations: 1) a pointer verification operation that speculatively verifies the correctness of a guessed PAC, and 2) a transmission operation that speculatively transmits the verification result via a micro-architectural side channel. The pointer verification operation is performed by an authentication instruction (new instructions in ARMv8.3), which outputs a valid pointer if the verification succeeds and an invalid pointer otherwise. The transmission operation can be performed by a memory load/store instruction or a branch instruction taking the output pointer as an address. If a correct PAC is guessed, the transmission operation will speculatively access a valid pointer, resulting in observable micro-architectural side effects. Otherwise, the transmission step will cause a speculative exception due to accessing an invalid pointer. Note that we execute both operations on a mis-speculated path. Thus, the two operations will not trigger architecture-visible events, avoiding the issue where invalid guesses result in crashes.

We provide multiple proof-of-concept demonstrations of the PACMAN attack on the Apple M1 SoC, the first desktop processor that supports Pointer Authentication. We identified multiple key challenges involved in researching Apple platforms. To begin with, Apple platforms, including both the hardware and the operating system, are scarcely documented. To the best of our knowledge, there was no public documentation with enough micro-architectural details about Apple M1 processors for us to start a side-channel attack during the timeframe of this project. Additionally, we found the M1 SoC, by default, to not expose a high-resolution timer to userspace, which is generally essential for micro-architecture reverse engineering.

In this paper, in addition to proposing the novel PACMAN attack, we make significant contributions in expanding micro-architectural side-channel attacks to Apple processors. We highlight two important outcomes. First, we reverse engineer the TLB organizations and perform the first TLB-based side-channel attack with speculative execution on Apple M1 processors. Second, we show that the PACMAN attack works across privilege levels, implying the feasibility of attacking a PA-enabled operating system kernel.

Impact. Our attacks have significant security impact both in practice and academically. From a practical perspective, our attack is general enough to be applicable to future ARM processors. Pointer Authentication is becoming increasingly popular, and many chip manufacturers are planning to ship processors supporting it in the near future [12]. If not mitigated, our attack will affect the majority of mobile devices, and likely even desktop devices in the coming years.

From an academic perspective, on one hand, we have seen an extensive list of work that extends PA [23, 36, 40, 41, 49], whose security properties have been examined solely under the memory safety threat model. Since our attack breaks Pointer Authentication, our work calls for re-evaluating the security properties of those extended designs under a broader threat model involving speculative execution attacks. On the other hand, fundamentally, our attack highlights that security mechanisms that employ a security-by-crash design principle and rely on low collision probability are potentially vulnerable to speculative execution attacks, since speculation can serve as a primitive to suppress crashes. We envision that our work can inspire future explorations of both attacks and defenses to address the synergies between memory corruption vulnerabilities and speculative execution vulnerabilities.

Contributions. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- We identify fundamental security limitations of ARM Pointer Authentication and propose the PACMAN attack to bypass PA without causing crashes (Section 4).
- We develop micro-architectural timing side-channel attack primitives and a reverse engineering tool for Apple M1 processors (Section 6).
- We reverse engineer the memory hierarchy of Apple M1 processors, for the first time revealing micro-architectural details of the TLBs on the Apple M1 SoC (Section 7).
- We demonstrate several proof-of-concept of PACMAN attacks, including constructing PAC oracles, brute-forcing PACs, and a control-flow hijacking attack targeting a PA-enabled kernel module (Section 8).

Open-source Release. We have open-sourced our tools and proof-of-concept attacks here: pacmanattack.com
2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Memory Corruption Vulnerabilities

Memory corruption vulnerabilities are an old security problem [4]. Having existed for more than 30 years, they still continue to be a serious threat to modern systems [56, 61]. This type of vulnerability exists in software written in low-level languages, such as C and C++. According to the MITRE 2021 rankings [48], the top 10 most dangerous software weaknesses include multiple memory corruption bugs, such as out-of-bound writes, out-of-bound read, and use-after-free. Other memory corruption bugs include double-free bugs, integer overflows and underflows, size confusion attacks, and type confusion attacks.

A memory corruption attack exploits a software bug to corrupt the content of a memory location, which contains important data structures, such as data and code pointers. The set of attacks that modify code pointers to change the control flow of the victim program is called control-flow hijacking attacks, such as code injection attacks, return-oriented programming (ROP) [31, 56, 66], and jump-oriented programming (JOP) [11, 16].

Modern systems commonly adopt several forms of memory vulnerability protection mechanisms. These mitigations include stack canaries [19], data execution prevention [64], address space layout randomization (ASLR) [1, 47], and kernel address space layout randomization (kASLR) [21]. Even though these mechanisms make memory corruption attacks more difficult, several advanced attacks [11, 16, 31, 56, 66] and various data disclosure attacks [29, 59] still have the potential to bypass these memory protection mechanisms, and show that none of the existing systems are impenetrable.

2.2 ARM Pointer Authentication

ARM introduced Pointer Authentication [55] (ARM PA for short) in the ARMv8.3 instruction set [9] to protect pointer integrity and make it significantly more difficult for an attacker to modify a protected pointer in memory without being detected. This security feature provides cryptographically strong guarantees that pointers have not been tampered with by adversaries while optimizing performance and attaining low runtime overhead. To this end, PA adds two sets of instructions and a cryptography implementation in hardware to sign and verify pointers.

Given a pointer to protect, PA generates a cryptographic hash of the pointer. This hash is used as the signature of the pointer and is called a Pointer Authentication Code or PAC1 for short. Since the actual address space in a 64-bit architecture is usually less than 64 bits, PA stores the PAC together with the pointer in these unused bits.

Signining and Verifying Pointers. We show the signing and verifying process of AM PA in Figure 1. To sign a pointer (Figure 1(a)), the processor computes the PAC from the pointer value and a context value, and stores the PAC in the upper unused bits in the pointer. The context value consists of a key, stored in a privileged register inaccessible to userspace, and a program-specified salt.

1It is common to refer to Pointer Authentication, the security feature, as PAC. In this paper, we use “PA” to represent the Pointer Authentication feature, and “PAC” to represent the cryptographic hash inserted into a pointer.
According to the Apple Platform Security [33], in addition to protecting return addresses, macOS extensively uses Pointer Authentication to protect various other data structures, including C++ vtable pointers, vtable entries, and Objective-C method caches.

### 2.3 Micro-architectural Side Channels

Micro-architectural side channels are serious security threats to modern computing systems. It has been demonstrated that almost any shared micro-architectural structures, including caches [44, 51, 53, 69], TLBs [28], functional units [3], and network-on-chips [52], can be used to leak security-sensitive information. In this paper, our PoC attacks use TLB-based side channels [28], which share a lot of similarities with the extensively-studied cache-based side channels.

Both TLB and cache side channels exploit the timing differences of memory accesses. Flush+Reload [69], Evict+Reload [42], and Prime+Probe [44] are three commonly-used attack strategies. Among the three attack strategies, Prime+Probe has the least amount of restrictions, as both Evict+Reload and Flush+Reload require sharing memory between the attacker and the victim.

An example of the Prime+Probe attack targeting a TLB works as follows. The attacker starts by constructing a group of addresses that map to the same set of a TLB with at least as many lines as the associativity of the TLB. This group of address is referred to as an "eviction set". The attacker then repeats the following operations: 1) "primers" a TLB set by fully occupying the TLB set using addresses from the eviction set; 2) waits for the victim to either perform an access to the same set or do nothing; 3) "probes" the TLB set by re-accessing all the addresses in the eviction set and measuring their latency. If the measured latency is high, it means the victim has accessed the TLB set during step 2 (as the increased latency means that the attacker’s eviction set was evicted from the TLB); otherwise, it means the victim has not performed the access.

### 2.4 Speculative Execution Attacks

Speculative execution or transient execution attacks are a type of information leakage attack that exploits the micro-architectural side effects of instructions which are speculatively executed but are squashed later. There exist numerous variants of speculative execution attacks [37, 43, 58, 63]. Meltdown [43] exploits the side channels caused by speculatively-executed instructions after an hardware exception. The class of Spectre attacks [15, 37, 38] exploit a broader attack surface and are considered much more difficult to mitigate comprehensively. Spectre v1 exploits misprediction of conditional branches [37], Spectre v2 exploits misprediction of indirect branch targets [37], and other variants exploit return address mis-prediction [38, 46] and speculative store-to-load forwarding [32].

### 3 THREAT MODEL

We consider an attacker whose ultimate goal is to conduct a control-flow hijacking attack on a PA-enabled victim using the PACMAN attack as a stepping stone. To this end, the goal of the PACMAN attack is to construct a PAC oracle, offering the capability to precisely distinguish between a correct PAC and an incorrect PAC for a given pointer without causing any crashes. Specifically, before the attacker modifies a protected pointer to a different address chosen by the attacker, the attacker first uses the PAC oracle to brute-force all possible PACs and find the matching PAC for the chosen address. The attacker then bypasses the protection of Pointer Authentication by modifying the protected pointer using the matching PAC and hijack the control flow of the victim.

Our threat model has the following assumptions about the victim and the attacker. First, there exists an exploitable memory corruption vulnerability in the victim program, which allows the attacker to write to some memory locations in the victim process. This assumption aligns with the threat model of PA, and matches the statement from the open-source XNU kernel used by macOS. Second, the victim is protected using Pointer Authentication and there exists PACMAN gadgets in the victim execution context. We show that such gadgets are commonly present in PA-enabled codebases in Section 4.3. Third, the attacker is able to perform a micro-architectural side-channel attack on the machine running the victim. This requires the attacker to have access to a high-resolution timer and use the timer to measure latencies of micro-architectural events.

Throughout this paper, we consider an attack scenario across privilege levels, where the attacker is an unprivileged userspace application and the victim is the operating system kernel. The attacker can brute-force PACs for pointers signed using the kernel-space secret keys and perform control-flow hijacking attacks against the kernel.

### 4 THE PACMAN ATTACK

We propose the PACMAN attack, an attack that combines memory corruption attacks and speculative execution attacks. An attacker can use the PACMAN attack to construct a PAC oracle to distinguish between a correct PAC and an incorrect PAC for an arbitrary pointer. The key insight of the PACMAN attack is to use speculative execution attacks to leak PAC verification results stealthily via micro-architectural side channels without causing crashes. We find several code patterns to be effectively used for this purpose, and we call these code patterns PACMAN gadgets.

A PACMAN gadget consists of two operations, i.e., a verification operation and a transmission operation. The verification operation speculatively verifies the PAC of a given pointer and produces the verification result, and the transmission operation speculatively transmits the verification result via a micro-architectural side channel. Specifically, the verification operation is usually performed by a pointer authentication instruction (AUT), which outputs a valid pointer if the verification succeeds and an invalid pointer otherwise. The transmission operation can be performed by a memory load/store instruction or a branch instruction that takes the output pointer as its target address. If a correct PAC is used, the transmission operation accesses a valid address, resulting in observable micro-architectural side effects. Otherwise, the transmission operation causes a speculative exception due to accessing an invalid address. Note that, both of the verification and the transmission operations are performed under the shadow of a mis-speculated branch, and thus only cause micro-architectural side effects and will not trigger any architectural visible impacts (such as crashes).

---

2 The XNU kernel [6] explicitly states that "Pointer authentication's threat model assumes that an attacker has found a gadget to read and write arbitrary memory belonging to a victim process, which may include the kernel."
Depending on the type of instructions used in the transmission step, we further divide PACMAN gadgets into two categories, i.e., data PACMAN gadgets and instruction PACMAN gadgets. In this section, we first explain the different behaviors of the two types of gadgets in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2. We then show that both types of gadgets are common in PA-enabled programs in Section 4.3. We put everything into the full picture by describing an end-to-end example of using the PACMAN attack to assist a control-flow hijacking attack in Section 4.4.

### 4.1 Data PACMAN Gadget

A data PACMAN gadget transmits PAC verification results via speculative data accesses. Figure 3(a) shows a minimal representation of a data PACMAN gadget, which consists of three instructions: a branch instruction, a pointer authentication instruction, and a memory access instruction. The pointer authentication instruction (line 2) takes an attacker-supplied signed pointer, denoted as `guessed_ptr`, as an operand, and verifies the correctness of the PAC using a secret key and the current context (not shown in the pseudocode for succinctness). The verification output, denoted as `verified_ptr`, is then used as the target address of a load instruction. Both the pointer authentication and the load instruction are executed under the shadow of a mis-speculated branch.

We show the corresponding timeline of executing the data PACMAN gadget and highlight how the PAC verification result is leaked in Figure 3(c).

- At t1, the branch mis-speculation starts.
- At t2, the processor speculatively executes the pointer authentication instruction (AUT) on the guessed pointer (`guessed_ptr`). The instruction generates a valid address if the guessed PAC is correct and an invalid address otherwise.
- At t3, if the verified pointer (`verified_ptr`) is a valid address, the load instruction will be issued to the memory hierarchy, resulting in observable micro-architectural side effects. Otherwise, the load will not be issued to the memory hierarchy and instead will cause a speculative exception.
- At t4, the processor squashes the speculatively executed instructions, and suppresses any speculative exceptions.

### Attack Variations

The gadget shown in Figure 3(a) is a minimal representation of the data PACMAN gadget. Other instructions between the verification and transmission instructions, such as arithmetic instructions, can exist without affecting the attack. The transmission operation can be either a load or store instruction, as long as the processor issues store requests speculatively.

Our attack relies on using micro-architectural side channels to distinguish whether a memory access or an exception occurred at t3. Memory operations can leave side effects on various micro-architectural structures, such as caches [30, 44, 51, 69], TLBs [28], DRAM row buffers [54], and Network-on-chips [52]. Our attack is general enough to work with a wide range of micro-architectural side channels.

### 4.2 Instruction PACMAN Gadget

An instruction PACMAN gadget transmits PAC verification results via speculative instruction fetches. Note that, compared to the data PACMAN gadget, the instruction gadget has an additional requirement on the targeted processor for it to work, that is, the targeted processor must use a speculation mechanism that can eagerly squash nested branches. This behavior is common to many aggressively optimized out-of-order processors, including the Apple M1 SoC.

Figure 3(b) shows a minimal representation of an instruction PACMAN gadget, containing three instructions, a conditional branch instruction (denoted as BR1), a pointer authentication instruction, and an indirect branch instruction (denoted as BR2). Similar to the data PACMAN gadget, the pointer authentication instruction verifies the correctness of the PAC of an attacker-supplied pointer and outputs a verified pointer. The indirect branch can be a call, jump, or return instruction that uses the verified pointer as the target address.

We show the corresponding timeline of executing the instruction PACMAN gadget and explain why eager squash is necessary for the attack to work in Figure 3(d).

- At t1, the branch mis-speculation starts.
- At t2, the pointer authentication instruction (AUT) is executed. However, before the verified pointer is generated, the processor makes a prediction on BR2’s target using
the branch target buffer (BTB). This is a common behavior on modern processors, as these processors use aggressive branch prediction and speculate across nested branches.

- At t3, the execution of the AUT instruction completes and the verified pointer is generated. The processor detects a branch misprediction on the inner branch BR2 and eagerly squashes BR2 and any other instructions coming after BR2 in program order.

- At t4, after the eager squash is done, the processor attempts to fetch instructions from the actual target address of BR2. If the attacker guessed the PAC correctly, verified_ptr will be a valid pointer and the instruction fetch will happen. Otherwise, the fetch will not be issued to the memory hierarchy and a speculative exception will be generated.

- At t5, the outer branch (BR1) is squashed, suppressing speculative exceptions if there is any.

To summarize, there are two constraints when using the instruction PACMAN gadgets to leak PAC verification results. First, the instruction PACMAN gadget only works on processors that support eager squashing of nested branches. Following the example above, if at t3, the processor decides to not squash BR2, the verified pointer (verified_ptr) would never be used at all and thus the verification result would not be leaked.

Second, the attacker needs to be able to distinguish between the side effects caused by fetching the verified pointer and the BTB prediction. Specifically, since the BTB predicted addresses are always loaded, for the attack to work, accessing the verified pointer must cause extra micro-architectural side effects in addition to fetching the BTB predicted addresses. For example, if the cache-based Prime+Probe attack is used, the BTB prediction and the verified pointer should map to different cache sets. In our case, as we use TLB-based side channels in our proof-of-concept attack (Section 8), our attack works when the BTB prediction and the verified pointer are located in different pages.

### 4.3 Gadget Detection

We perform a preliminary analysis on how commonly PACMAN gadgets exist in the XNU kernel. We built a static analysis tool using Ghidra’s scripting API [50]. The tool starts by finding conditional branches in the kernel, and then inspects 32 instructions in both branch directions searching for PACMAN gadgets. We consider a PACMAN gadget is found if the destination register of a verification instruction (aut) matches the source register of a transmit instruction (a memory access or a branch instruction).

We test our tool on the release version of the XNU kernel used by MacOS 12.2.1 (xnu-8919.88.24) and find 55,159 potential PACMAN gadgets, of which 13,867 are data PACMAN gadgets, and 41,292 are instruction PACMAN gadgets. There is an average distance of only 8.1 instructions between the conditional branch and the transmit instruction.

Our analysis is incomplete given that we only search for 32 instructions after conditional branches and we only track data-dependence via registers, not memory. We envision that more gadgets can be found with a comprehensive analysis. Thus, we conclude PACMAN gadgets are readily discoverable in large PA-enabled codebases.

#### 4.4 An End-to-End Illustrative Example

We provide an end-to-end example to show how to use the PACMAN attack to bypass Pointer Authentication and assist a control-flow hijacking attack. For illustration purpose, we use a simplified example below. We additionally demonstrate a proof-of-concept attack targeting real-world code patterns, e.g., the C++ method dispatch process, in Section 8.3.

Listing 1 shows the victim code. The struct obj_t contains a buffer and a function pointer fp, where fp is protected by Pointer Authentication. The victim code contains a buffer overflow vulnerability on line 9 and an instruction PACMAN gadget on line 11-14. We assume the attacker is able to (j) trigger the buffer overflow by controlling the length of the input string str to overwrite the function pointer fp, and (2) control the direction of the branch (line 11) by setting the boolean variable cond. The attacker’s ultimate goal is to modify the function pointer fp with its PAC to a chosen address fp_jop pointing to a JOP gadget, and successfully divert the control flow of the victim to execute the JOP gadget without causing crashes. Since the function pointer is protected using Pointer Authentication, if we simply overwrite the pointer, the PAC verification operation (line 12) will fail.

The end-to-end attack consists of two steps. First, the attacker constructs a PAC oracle and bruteforces the correct PAC for the address of the JOP gadget. Following the example above, the attacker starts by training the branch (line 11) to be taken. At this stage, the attacker does not trigger the buffer overflow vulnerability and sets the variable cond to be true. The training process also trains the BTB entry for the indirect branch (line 13) to match the original value of fp. After the training process, the attacker speculatively executes the PACMAN gadget to find the correct PAC for the JOP gadget address. This requires the attacker trigger the buffer overflow and overwrite the function pointer <PAC, fp> with the address of the JOP gadget and a guessed PAC <PAC guessed, fp_jop>, while setting the cond to be false. Using a micro-architectural side-channel attack to detect the side effects of the above execution, the attacker can determine whether the guessed PAC is correct or not. The attacker repeats this process until the matching PAC is found.

Second, the attacker triggers the control-flow hijacking attack. After the matching PAC is found, this step follows the standard

```c
struct obj_t {
    char buf[10];
    void (*fp)(void);
};

void vulnerable_syscall(str, cond){
    obj = new obj_t;
    memcpy(obj.buf, str, strlen(str)); //buffer overflow
    if (cond) {
        // instruction PACMAN gadget
        auted_fp = AUT(obj.fp);
        call auted_fp;
    }
}
```

Listing 1: An end-to-end attack example.
memory corruption attack. The attacker triggers the buffer overflow, overwriting the function pointer using the address of the JOP gadget and its matching PAC. Besides, the cond variable is set to be true so that the function call can execute and commit. Since obj fp has now become fp_jop with a matching PAC, the PAC check (line 12) can be successfully passed, and the control flow will be diverted to the attacker’s chosen gadget (line 13).

5 ATTACK PLATFORM

We demonstrate our attacks on the Apple M1 SoC (sometimes shortened to “M1”), which is the first aarch64 desktop processor released to market that supports the ARM v8.3 architecture extensions. It is a non-trivial task to perform microarchitectural attacks on Apple platforms due to the closed-source and undocumented nature of both the macOS operating system and the M1 processor.

Apple M1 SoC. The Apple M1 is a desktop processor released in late 2020 [5]. The processor uses the aarch64 architecture (sometimes referred to as ARM64) and supports the ARMv8.3 extensions, including PA [55]. The aarch64 architecture separates execution context privilege level into four different exception levels. EL0 is the least privileged execution mode, and is where usermode programs execute. EL1 is the supervisor privilege level, and is where the kernel executes. We provide proof-of-concept demonstrates of the PACMAN attack that can leak PAC verification results across privilege levels from the kernel to the userspace.

The M1 processor uses a big.LITTLE design [10], with 4 performance cores (also referred to as p-cores) and 4 efficiency cores (also referred to as e-cores). We target our attack on the performance cores, which have provided a more reliable attack surface due to a higher degree of speculation.

macOS and XNU Kernel. Apple Mac computers run macOS, which is a closed-source platform built on the open-source Darwin operating system and XNU kernel. The XNU kernel supports loadable kernel extensions, called kexts. Our reverse engineering effort utilizes kexts extensively for modifying the system to perform detailed analysis, as well as probing model-specific registers (MSRs) to read hardware configuration details.

Existing Reverse Engineering Efforts. The community has put forth significant effort towards understanding the undocumented internals of the M1 SoC. The Asahi Linux development team has been working to port Linux to the M1 SoC, and has revealed many of the undocumented hardware details specific to M1[2]. Additionally, several efforts have been made to reverse engineer the M1 micro-architecture with a focus on core pipeline details [24, 34, 39]. Unfortunately, none of these open-source reverse engineering efforts have uncovered sufficient details about the memory hierarchy of the M1 processor to enable our attack.

6 REVERSE ENGINEERING TOOLS

Micro-architectural side-channel attacks on Apple platforms are under-explored due to the closed-source and undocumented nature of both the software and the hardware. In this paper, we make significant contributions in expanding micro-architectural side-channel attacks to Apple processors by providing two sets of useful tools. First, we provide a comprehensive analysis of the timers on the M1 and construct two high-resolution timers accessible to EL0. Second, we develop PacmanOS, a bare-metal hypervisor that runs on M1 and enables noiseless reverse engineering experiments. We expect these tools to unblock the community from conducting research on existing and future Apple Silicon devices.

6.1 High-Resolution Timers

We summarize our investigation of the timers on M1 in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timer Type</th>
<th>MSR</th>
<th>EL0 Enabled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System Counter (24 MHz)</td>
<td>CNTFRQ_EL0</td>
<td>24 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARM Cycle Count Register</td>
<td>PMCCNTR_EL0</td>
<td>No*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Performance Counter</td>
<td>PMC0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-thread Counter</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of timers on M1. (*This counter does not exist on M1.)
Our customized timer requires two threads sharing a variable called counter (pseudocode in Figure 4). One thread works as a dedicated timer thread which increments the shared variable in an infinite loop. The other thread works as a measuring thread which reads the counter value before and after the operations to time. We use the isb instruction (Instruction Synchronization Barrier) to enforce the ordering of these operations.

We only use the isb instructions in the measuring thread, not in the dedicated timer thread for the following reason. Using the serialization instruction will slowdown the speed of incrementing the counter variable, and thus decrease the resolution of our timer. We tried both versions of the timer with and without isb instructions. We find that the absence of serialization barriers introduces slightly higher variance of the timing measurements, but significantly increases the resolution. Overall, we see higher reliability with the dedicated timer thread without the serialization barriers.

6.2 PacmanOS
As part of our reverse engineering effort, we designed PacmanOS, a bare-metal execution environment written entirely in Rust that can boot directly on M1. When PacmanOS boots, it sets up a minimal execution environment and runs a single experiment directly on the bare hardware. PacmanOS allows researchers to have complete control of the hardware, e.g., configuring and probing arbitrary model-specific registers (MSRs), creating arbitrary paging configurations, and performing noiseless reverse engineering experiments, without interference from other system software. Other bare metal hypervisor environments for M1 exist [2]; however, we wanted to design a minimum viable environment with complete hardware control for running noiseless experiments. We believe PacmanOS will serve as a useful tool for further study of M1 and future Apple Silicon devices.

7 REVERSE ENGINEERING
We reverse engineer the memory hierarchy of the M1 SoC with a focus on the TLBs. We start by presenting the basic memory hierarchy information obtained using a kernel extension (kext), followed by detailed reverse engineering findings of the TLB hierarchy on M1. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to report these micro-architectural details.

We focus on reverse engineering the memory hierarchy for the p-cores. Unlike Linux which provides flexible commands to pin a process to user-specified cores (via the taskset command), macOS does not offer such interface to an unprivileged user. Instead we use the pthread_set_qos_class_self_np API to suggest the kernel to schedule an experiment on a p-core. In this section, we report latency numbers using the Apple Performance Counter.

We start by analyzing the data access behaviors. The data access latency can be influenced by multiple factors, including the caches and TLBs. We first present our results on the TLBs, and then discuss the interaction between the TLBs and the caches.

Experiments. To reverse engineer the TLB parameters and exclude the impacts from the caches, we conduct the following experiment:

1. Load an address x.
2. Load N addresses that could potentially form an eviction set for a data TLB set without causing cache conflicts.
3. Reload address x and measure the reload latency.

The address in step (2) is derived using the following formula:

\[ \text{Addr}[i] = x + i \times \text{stride} + i \times 128B, \quad 1 \leq i \leq N \]

Recall that the M1 platform uses 64B or 128B as cache line size. The term i×128B in the formula maps the addresses to different cache sets, avoiding cache conflicts during the experiments.

Analyzing TLB conflicts. We perform a space search to understand TLB conflicts by varying the value stride by multiples of 16KB and varying the number of addresses N from 1 to 30. In Figure 5(a), we report the median reload latency of accessing the address x.
We vary the stride value to make it a multiple of 128B jumps happen when channel and defer the reverse engineering of the caches as future work. The system registers (Table 2). In this paper, we use the TLBs as the communication 5 observed for TLB conflicts.

are caused by L1 dTLB conflicts and L2 TLB conflicts, because the 2 cache hits and L1 dTLB hits. We hypothesize that the next 2 jumps 5 stride increases to around 110 cycles when stride ≥ 256×16KB and N ≥ 12, and further increases to 115 cycles when stride ≥ 2048×16KB and N ≥ 23. We hypothesize that the two latency jumps are caused by L1 dTLB conflicts and L2 TLB conflicts. It is very likely that the L1 dTLB is 12 ways with 256 sets and L2 TLB is 23 ways with 2048 sets if the TLBs are inclusive. Even though we are confident about the eviction parameters discovered by our analysis, we do not intend to conclude that the M1 chip follows our hypothesized design, because there may exist hidden structures in the micro-architecture that our analysis has missed. We conclude with the following findings:

1) To evict a page table entry from the L1 dTLB, we can create an eviction set with 12 or more addresses with a stride of 256×16KB.
2) To evict a page table entry from the L2 TLB, we can create an eviction set with 23 or more addresses with a stride of 2048×16KB.

Interactions between TLBs and caches. To understand how TLB conflicts and cache conflicts affect data access latency, we perform a similar experiment by changing the address calculation in step (2) to the formula below.

$$\text{Addrs}[i] = x + i \times \text{stride}, \text{ where } 1 \leq i \leq N$$

We vary the stride value to make it a multiple of 128B and we show the observed latencies in Figure 5(b).

The access latency starts around 60 cycles as before, increases to around 80 cycles when stride ≥ 256×128B and N ≥ 4, further increases to around 110 cycles when stride ≥ 256×16KB and N ≥ 12, and finally jumps to around 130 cycles when stride ≥ 2048×16KB and N ≥ 23. We hypothesize that the first jump (N = 4) is caused by L1 data cache conflicts and the 80-cycle latency corresponds to L2 cache hits and L1 dTLB hits. We hypothesize that the next 2 jumps are caused by L1 dTLB conflicts and L2 TLB conflicts, because the 2 jumps happen when N = 12 and N = 23, which match what we have observed for TLB conflicts.

Note that the observed L1 data cache associativity is half of the number reported by the system registers (Table 2). In this paper, we use the TLBs as the communication channel and defer the reverse engineering of the caches as future work.

7.3 L1 Instruction TLB

We next investigate the instruction access behaviors and reverse engineer the instruction TLB parameters. We additionally observe important interaction patterns between the instruction TLB and the data TLB which we find to be essential for conducting the PACMAN attack.

To create desired instruction access patterns, we allocate a large JIT memory region and fill the region with branch instructions where the target of each branch is properly configured to achieve the desired access pattern. Note that, an address in this memory region can be both fetched as an instruction address and accessed as a data address. Our experiment is then conducted as follows.

1) Reset the L1 dTLB and L2 TLB by loading 23 data eviction addresses with a stride of 2048×16KB.
2) Branch to a target address x so that the address will be fetched into the processor as an instruction.
3) Execute N branch instructions that could potentially form an eviction set for an instruction TLB set. We call this group of addresses as our instruction eviction set.
4) Load the target address x as data and measure the reload latency.

The address in step (3) is derived using the following formula:

$$\text{Addrs}[i] = x + i \times \text{stride} + i \times 128B, \text{ where } 1 \leq i \leq N$$

A subtle thing to note here is that the target address x is accessed as an instruction in step (2), but accessed as data in step (4). We design the experiment in this way because measuring data access latency is much more reliable than measuring instruction fetch latency and does not suffer from the noise caused by branch predictors and aggressive instruction prefetchers. We then vary the stride of the branches in step (3) by a multiple of 16KB and the number of branch instructions N from 1 to 30 to obtain Figure 5(c).

Analyzing iTLB Conflicts. When the number of the instruction eviction addresses is small (N < 4), we observe a high access latency above 110 cycles. The access latency then drops from above 110 cycles to around 80 cycles when stride ≥ 2048×16KB and N ≥ 4. The observation that the access latency decreases when we increase the number of eviction addresses contradicts the common understanding of how iTLBs and dTLBs are organized. Given that we consistently observe this phenomenon, we hypothesize that the L1 iTLB and L1 dTLB follow a design explained below.

Figure 5: Access latency to the target address when varying the stride and the number of loads and branches executed. Labeled strides are the lowest strides where we observe the increase and decrease in access latencies.
First, the L1 iTLB and L1 dTLB are separate structures and the L1 iTLB content is not visible from the load and store ports. This would explain the high latency we observe when measuring the latency of loading the target address as data while the corresponding page entry is in the L1 iTLB. Second, the L1 dTLB serves as a non-inclusive backing-store of the L1 iTLB. Increasing the L1 iTLB eviction set causes the page table entry to be evicted from the L1 iTLB to the L1 dTLB. Thus, the entry becomes visible from the load and store ports on the data-fetch side, and we start to observe L1 dTLB hit latencies. Third, the L1 iTLB has 4 ways with 32 sets, as indicated by the line labeled with $\text{stride} = 32 \times 16\text{KB}$ in Figure 5(c).

Back to Figure 5(c), we observe the access latency increases from 80 cycles to around 110 cycles when $\text{stride} \geq 256 \times 16\text{KB}$ and $N \geq 12$, and further increases to around 130 cycles when $\text{stride} \geq 2048\times16\text{KB}$ and $N \geq 23$. These two increases completely match our observation in the previous experiments about L1 dTLB and L2 TLB (Section 7.2). We thus believe that once a page table entry is evicted from the L1 iTLB to the L1 dTLB, it behaves the same as the other entries. Thus, we conclude with the following finding:

3) To evict a page table entry from the L1 iTLB, we can create an eviction set with 4 or more branch instructions with a stride of $32 \times 16\text{KB}$.

7.4 Summary of Reverse Engineering Results

We now summarize our reverse engineering results focusing on the information that is essential for conducting the proof-of-concept PACMAN attacks. First, as we will demonstrate the PACMAN attack across privilege levels, we repeat the reverse engineering experiments above to reverse engineer how TLBs are shared between userspace and kernelspace. Both the userspace L1 iTLB and the kernelspace L1 iTLB use the L1 dTLB as a non-inclusive backing-store. When a page table entry is evicted from one of the L1 iTLBS, it will be inserted into the L1 dTLB. We also include our reverse engineered parameters for each TLB structure in Figure 6. Note that we do not draw conclusions about the M1 design, since it is possible that Apple’s design just happens to behave the same as our hypothesized design, but actually deviates from our description.

Latency and Threshold. We show the distributions of the measured memory access latencies via the Apple performance counter and our customized thread timer in Figure 7. Despite the differences between the two distributions, we see that both timing methodologies are able to clearly distinguish the memory access latencies as they hit or miss in different cache and TLB locations.

We can derive the threshold for distinguishing these accesses. For our customized timer (Figure 7(b)), an L1 dTLB hit is never beyond 27, while an L1 dTLB miss is never below 32. As such, the threshold to distinguish between an L1 dTLB hit and miss can be set to 30, to sufficiently monitor L1 dTLB accesses. This is also the threshold that we consistently used in the PoC attacks.

8 PROOF-OF-CONCEPT ATTACKS

We build our proof-of-concept (PoC) attacks step by step. First, we construct PAC oracles using the data PACMAN gadget and the instruction PACMAN gadget in Section 8.1. Second, we use the PAC oracle to brute-force PACs and further evaluate the speed and the accuracy of the brute-force attack in Section 8.2. Finally, we demonstrate a control-flow hijacking attack targeting the PA-enabled kernel in Section 8.3. All the PoC attacks are performed across privilege levels, where the attacker is an unprivileged userspace program and the victim is the operating system kernel.

8.1 PAC Oracles

We start by constructing PAC oracles across privilege levels. To set up the experiment, we install a kernel extension (kext) containing a
To evaluate the accuracy of the PAC oracle, we pass a pointer to each address. Besides, as we find that the Prime+Probe attack is creating self-conflicts in kernelspace to evict a target TLB entry, there exists a key challenge to Leaking via Instruction Fetches.

The attack process works as follows.

1. Train the branch predictor in the data PACMAN gadget in the data PACMAN gadget with the correct PAC to the kext and monitor the TLB modulations caused by the syscall. In each run, we randomly decide whether to use the correct PAC or a randomly generated incorrect PAC. We use our customized multi-thread timer to report the side-channel attack results for 20,000 trials, where half of the trials used an incorrect PAC, and half used the correct PAC.

Leaking via Data Accesses. As the userspace and kernelspace share the L1 dTLB, we utilize Prime+Probe to monitor the L1 dTLB activities of the data PACMAN gadget. Specifically, we prepare an eviction set with 12 addresses with a stride of 256×16KB between each address. Besides, as we find that the Prime+Probe attack is sensitive to the TLB replacement policy, we additionally introduce a reset operation which can help significantly increase the attack accuracy. The attack process works as follows.

1. Train the branch predictor in the data PACMAN gadget in the kernel to be taken for 64 times.
2. Reset the TLB hierarchy by accessing 23 addresses that map to the same L2 TLB set. These addresses should not be part of the eviction set used for Prime+Probe.
3. Prime the L1 dTLB set by accessing the eviction set.
4. Trigger the PACMAN gadget by passing in the pointer with the PAC to test.
5. Probe the L1 dTLB set by re-accessing the eviction set and report the number of L1 dTLB misses.

We show the attack results in Figure 8(a). When an incorrect PAC is used, in almost all cases (99.2%), we observe no L1 dTLB misses. When a correct PAC is used, we observe at least 5 misses for 99.6% of the time, which sufficiently indicates that our attack can reliably distinguish between correct and incorrect PACs.

Leaking via Instruction Fetches. There exists a key challenge to monitor the TLB modulations by the instruction PACMAN gadget. The challenge lies in the fact that as the the L1 iTLBs are not shared between the kernelspace and userspace (Section 7.4), the attacker in the userspace is unable to observe the instruction fetches performed by the victim in the kernelspace. We address this challenge by creating self-conflicts in kernelspace to evict a target TLB entry from the private L1 iTLB to the shared L1 dTLB, whose states can be directly monitored from the userspace.

Our cross-privilege attack via the instruction PACMAN gadget follows similar steps as leaking via the data PACMAN gadget and only differs in the last step. Specifically, we replace the step (5) with the two steps below.

5. Evict the target TLB entry from the kernelspace L1 iTLB by fetching 4 instructions with a stride of 32×16KB between each of them. We make 4 system calls to perform these instruction fetches in the kernelspace.
6. Probe the L1 dTLB set by re-accessing the eviction set and report the number of L1 dTLB misses.

We show the attack results using the instruction PACMAN gadget in Figure 8(b). Similar to the previous attack, when an incorrect PAC is used, we observe at most 1 accesses for 99.2% of the time, and when the correct PAC is used, we observe at least 5 misses for 99.8% of the time. Given that the two distributions are clearly distinguishable, we consider the PAC oracle highly reliable.

8.2 Brute-Force Attack

Attack Speed. We perform a preliminary speed test of using the PACMAN oracle to brute-force the correct PAC. When we train the conditional branch in the instruction PACMAN gadget for 64 times, it takes 2.69 milliseconds on average to test one PAC value. Considering that the M1 uses a 16-bit PAC, we estimate that it will take around 2.94 minutes on average to try all possible PAC values.

We find the brute-force attack speed is dominated by the syscall overhead during the training iterations. Therefore, the attack speed can be further increased if one can reduce the number of training iterations or reduce the kernelspace and userspace context switch overhead. We do note that this speed analysis result is preliminary, mainly because our tested syscall function is very short. The speed of the PACMAN attack in a real-world setup depends on how long the targeted syscall function takes.

Attack Accuracy. We evaluate the accuracy of the brute-force attack by testing every possible PAC value starting from 0x0 to 0xFFFF. For each guessed PAC, we collect 5 samples and determine whether the corresponding PAC is correct based on the median miss count. For each brute-force experiment, we have three potential outputs: 1) True Positive when the correct PAC is found; 2) False Positive when an incorrect PAC is found; 3) False Negative when no PAC is found. Note that, we cannot tolerate false positives, since using an incorrect PAC can crash the system. However, our attack can easily tolerate false negatives, because when no PAC is found, the attacker can simply repeat the brute-force process until the correct PAC is found.

We repeat the brute-force experiments 50 times, under a noisy environment where we browse websites and make video calls. We observe consistent results for attacks using the data PACMAN gadget and the instruction PACMAN gadget. Specifically, we found the correct PAC in 90% of the experiments (45 out 50), while in the remaining 10% of the experiments (5 out of 50), no PAC value was found. Importantly, we observe no false positives. Since false negatives are tolerable, our evaluation result indicates perfect reliability.
Listing 2: C++ method dispatch process.

```c
//call an object's ith method
vtable_ptr = AUT(*object_addr); // obtain vtable pointer
fp = AUT(vtable_ptr[i]); // obtain function pointer
call fp; // make a function call
```

We exploit the C++ method dispatch process [33] shown in Listing 2. In C++, the first 8 bytes of an object contain the vtable pointer which points to a list of function pointers for the object’s methods. In a PA-protected program, the method dispatch process first loads the vtable pointer and verifies it using the data key (line 2). Next, the vtable is indexed to obtain the desired function pointer, which is verified using the instruction key (line 3) before the actual function call (line 4). In both verification operations, the salt is the object address plus a compile-time constant value.

Our attack works by exploiting a buffer overflow vulnerability to overwrite the vtable pointer in a victim object. We show the memory content before and after the buffer overflow in Figure 9. There are two objects allocated contiguously in memory, where the first member variable in object1 is a buffer. The attacker overflows the buffer and overwrites the other member variables in object1 as well as the vtable pointer in object2 (the corrupted memory regions are highlighted). The attacker fills the buffer with a signed address pointing to the win function, and overwrites object2’s vtable pointer with a signed address pointing to the buffer (shown in Figure 9(b)). The PACs for the two signed addresses can be obtained using the PACMAN attack. Once the buffer overflow is done, when a function call in object2 is triggered, the victim will load the buffer address as the vtable pointer, and use the address of the win function as the function pointer.

To show this attack pattern is viable, we created a kext with this attack against the kernel via a single buffer overflow vulnerability. Specifically, we demonstrate a Jump2Win attack where we modify a function pointer protected using Pointer Authentication to the address of a win function which exists in the kernel.

We exploit the C++ method dispatch process [33] shown in Listing 2. In C++, the first 8 bytes of an object contain the vtable pointer which points to a list of function pointers for the object’s methods. In a PA-protected program, the method dispatch process first loads the vtable pointer and verifies it using the data key (line 2). Next, the vtable is indexed to obtain the desired function pointer, which is verified using the instruction key (line 3) before the actual function call (line 4). In both verification operations, the salt is the object address plus a compile-time constant value.

Our attack works by exploiting a buffer overflow vulnerability to overwrite the vtable pointer in a victim object. We show the memory content before and after the buffer overflow in Figure 9. There are two objects allocated contiguously in memory, where the first member variable in object1 is a buffer. The attacker overflows the buffer and overwrites the other member variables in object1 as well as the vtable pointer in object2 (the corrupted memory regions are highlighted). The attacker fills the buffer with a signed address pointing to the win function, and overwrites object2’s vtable pointer with a signed address pointing to the buffer (shown in Figure 9(b)). The PACs for the two signed addresses can be obtained using the PACMAN attack. Once the buffer overflow is done, when a function call in object2 is triggered, the victim will load the buffer address as the vtable pointer, and use the address of the win function as the function pointer.

To show this attack pattern is viable, we created a kext with this buffer overflow vulnerability present, and implemented an attack against it from userspace. We successfully demonstrated that we can perform the attack above and trick the kernel to execute a win function.

9 COUNTERMEASURES

We discuss three potential directions in protecting against the PACMAN attack. The first direction is to explore PAC-agnostic execution. That is, modifying the microarchitecture or software to ensure that the verification results of PAC are never used under speculation. One approach is to pause speculative execution of using verified pointers for memory access instructions and branch instructions. This approach can be achieved by adding fence/1sb instructions after any pointer authentication instructions. However, this approach can incur significant performance penalty as these instructions are very common programs protected using Pointer Authentication. Another approach is to always speculate a verified pointer assuming the verification to be successful. However, such an approach could introduce a Meltdown-style vulnerability by allowing speculatively de-referencing invalid pointers. Therefore, with such an approach, the system would have to incorporate some form of Meltdown mitigations [17] to fully patch the problem.

The second direction is to explore adapting prior work in defending against Spectre to defend against PACMAN. Invisible speculation mechanisms, such as InvisiSpec [68], SafeSpec [35], and Delay-on-Miss [57], should serve the purpose as they hide the side effects of any speculative load instructions. However, the recent speculative interference attacks [14] have demonstrated that these defense mechanisms can still indirectly leak the timing of load instructions. They also need to extend their protection from caches to TLBs considering our PoC attacks. Another set of mitigation mechanisms leverage information flow tracking mechanisms [62] to block leaking speculatively accessed secret, such as STT [70], NDA [67], and Dolma [45]. However, we find these work consider that the source of a taint starts from a load instruction. In our PACMAN attack, the taint starts from a pointer authentication instruction. A simple fix will be to re-purpose these mechanisms by marking the output of any pointer authentication instructions as tainted.

Lastly, as the PACMAN attack needs to work with a memory corruption bug to achieve exploitation, patching any memory corruption vulnerabilities would help.

10 RELATED WORK

We discuss related work of our PACMAN attack in the order of how close they are to our work. First, to the best of our knowledge, there exists only one work that also targets the synergies between memory corruption attacks and speculative execution attacks. Speculative Probe [27] demonstrates an attack that starts from a single memory corruption bug to probe every address in the kernel space and break kASLR [21]. We share the insights of using speculative execution for crash suppression. Similar to other speculative execution attacks, speculative probe focuses on leaking loaded content, while our attack leaks PAC verification results.

Second, there exist several attempts to break Pointer Authentication, documented in blog posts of Google Project Zero. For example, Brandon Azad [13] found a bug in the PA implementation of the Apple A12 processor: When giving an invalid pointer to a pointer signing instruction (the set of instructions starting with
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